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ART AND THE GULF 

 Ȗ Nowhere in the world is more 
money falling on art in the 21st cen-
tury than in the Arabian Gulf.  In 
Bahrain, Qatar, Abu Dhabi, Dubai 
and Sharjah forty museums are in 
design or under construction while 
on the art market, Arab Royal Fam-
ilies are spending fortunes – buying 
paintings at prices up to $72 million 
for a Francis Bacon triptych at Chris-
tie’s in 2007.         

What and who is this for? How has 
it come about? Who gains? The Al-
Thanis, rulers of Qatar, have spent 
millions amassing Bacon, Freud, 
Koons, Warhol and Rothko in the 
last ten years, though many of their 
citizens have never seen a Picasso, let 
alone laid eyes on Damien Hirst and 
the mysteries of Contemporary Art.     

Under way on the sands of the Gulf 
is the world’s biggest museum build-
ing programme since the 18th century.

The small but rich countries of the 
GCC – the Gulf Coast countries - are 
employing the world’s prime archi-
tects in Zaha Hadid and Tadao Ando 

in Bahrain, I M Pei in Qatar and Frank 
Gehry, Norman Foster and Jean Nou-
vel in Abu Dhabi to erect buildings 
that will be celebrated 100 and 200 
years from now.  Rising yet faster 
than museums is enthusiasm among 
Gulf Coast governments to buy and 
promote art – most of all, Arab art. 

UNLIMITED OIL
The gain art offers on the Arabian 
Gulf in the 21st century is an obvi-
ous one.  Art attracts tourists and 
tourism lessens the Gulf’s depend-
ence on oil.

The West views Saudi Arabia and 
the Gulf Coast countries as pos-
sessing unlimited oil and unlimited 
wealth. It fails to notice that Arab 
suppliers suffer an oil crisis of their 
own.   Their product is depleting and 
oilfields half empty.  New supplies are 
limited, hard to find, require deep 
drilling and cost ever more - $40 to 
$50 the barrel - to raise to the sur-
face.  Oil’s price and demand fluctua-
tions threaten the Gulf countries as 

much as the West, the more since 
most are one-product economies.   
For the West is resolved to diversify 
out of oil in the next 20 years.   This 
creates a necessity on the Gulf to do 
exactly the same thing.

An Arab proverb has it that “my 
grandfather rode a camel, my father 
drove a car, I fly a plane and my son 
will ride a camel”.   

The imperative that lies in that 
gloomy forecast is this: get the pet-
rodollars out of the ground while 
they are still to be had and convert 
them into a sustainable economy.   

From Bahrain south to Sharjah, the 
Gulf Coast countries – most of all 
Dubai - have started the job. 

WHEN PEACE RETURNS
Art is tourism under a different and 
highly profitable name.  Once peace 
returns to the highly prosperous 
countries on the Gulf – all of them 
alarmed at the confrontation on the 
streets of Bahrain - art will attract 
millions of visitors to the Gulf and 
create thousands of new jobs, high 
and low skilled. 

But there are tourists and tourists.   
The Emirates  do not seek average, 
sunloving tourists, content to lie on 
the beach.  They seek high spend-
ing, high net worth tourists. Much 
has been learned in the last 15 years.  

Far more desirable than tourists 
who soak up the sun are Cultural 
Tourists – visitors attracted by art, 
architecture, museums, music, 
opera, dance, history and heritage 
(of these last there is, sadly, little on 
the Gulf outside Bahrain).    

Cultural Tourists are gold. They have 
the deepest pockets and an instinct to 
spend. They bring dividends. In Bil-
bao, Spain the million visitors a year 
to Frank Gehry’s spectacular Guggen-
heim Museum have handed the city a 
12.8 per cent return on its investment 
and created 4355 jobs.

To a high degree cultural tourists 
want to see what is new as well as 
what is old.   The crowds who flock to 
Tate Modern and to the Guggenheim 
Bilbao have inspired the building 
by Qatar, Bahrain, Sharjah, and Abu 
Dhabi of matching Contemporary 
Art museums.  When Dubai targets 
15 million tourists a year by 2015, it 
looks for well-heeled visitors who 
will use its airline and spend £1000 
to £2000 a head on hotels, restau-
rants, cars and luxuries.  Multiply out 
those figures by 15 million visitors 
and they come to a very significant 
sum of money indeed.   

Art on the Gulf, in short, is no pass-
ing fashion.  It is the vision of the 
future and here to stay.  

OVERVIEW The tiny oil-rich states on the Arabian Gulf are spending more money on art 
and new museums than any other countries in the world Godfrey Barker tells why

  under way on the 
sands of the gulf is the 
world’s biggest museum 
building programme 
since the 18th century  
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 Ȗ Not since Catherine the Great 
enlarged the Hermitage Palace and 
built Tsarskoye Selo on the hills out-
side St Petersburg – with Peterhof and 
Pavlovsk soon to follow – have lovers 
of art seen anything quite like it.   

Some of the world’s finest museums 
will rise on the shores of the Arabian 
Gulf in the next 10 years.   They have 
few equals in magnificence since the 
museum building of the mid-18th 
century. Their mere numbers are not 
the full story: Abu Dhabi announces 
12 museums, Bahrain 7, Dubai 8, Qatar 
12, Sharjah 15.   But the states define 
“museum” differently and some in 
Sharjah and Dubai are small 19th cen-
tury houses or children’s art centres.   

What will catch the eye of the 
world are the palaces planned on 
the Gulf. These rival, in fact will 
exceed as architecture the 18th and 
19th century museums of London, 
Paris, Dresden, Florence, Madrid, 
Vienna, Berlin, St Petersburg and 
Moscow, not to mention the 20th 
century classical buildings in Wash-
ington and New York.  

Hired to design and build them are 
the world’s most glamorous and most 
recognised architects: Frank Gehry, 
Jean Nouvel, Zaha Hadid, Tadao 
Ando and Norman Foster in Abu 
Dhabi, Hadid and Ando in Bahrain, 
I M Pei and Arata Isozoki in Qatar, 
Ben van Berkel and UN Studio in 
Dubai. Their creations are destined 
to become unmissable stops on a new 
21st century Grand Tour.   

SHAIKHS OF ARABIA
The visitors we are out to attract, 
says Shaikha Mai bint Mohammed Al 
Khalifa, Culture Minister of Bahrain, 
are “cultural tourists”.    

They will come, declared Shaikh 
Khalifa Bin Zayed Al Nahyan, presi-
dent of the United Arab Emirates 
and ruler of Abu Dhabi, to see “cul-
tural assets for the whole world”.   

It is a vast ambition.   Before these 
museums can begin to rival the col-
lections in the West, more enor-
mous sums will have to be spent in 
filling them.

The shaikhs of Arabia have dis-
covered the impossible costs of the 
21st century art market through 
the adventures of their most open-
handed buyers, the Emir and Shaikh 
Saud al-Thani of Qatar.  

Auction battles between Arab Shai-
khs and Russian oligarchs at Sothe-
by’s and Christie’s in London and 
New York have taken the price of sin-
gle pictures by British artist Francis 
Bacon, as one example, from a high of 
$5m in 2000 to highs of $52m, then 
$72m, then $86.6m now.       

Not for nothing, therefore, has Abu 
Dhabi made partnerships with the 
Louvre in Paris and the Guggenhe-
ims around the world for long and 
short term loans of art; Bahrain is 
talking to the Royal Academy in Lon-
don.  In art as much as in oil, the Gulf 
and the West depend on each other.   

SURGE INTO ART
I ask Shaikha Mai - herself an accom-
plished portrait painter as well as the 
Minister of Culture and Tourism for 
Bahrain – the cause of all causes for 
this Gulf-wide surge into art.

“It is a natural step in the ongoing 
process of our state building,” she 
replies. “You must not forget that 
the states of the Gulf region are rela-
tively young.”   

State building is not just that. It 
means state survival on the Gulf in 
a century desperate to move off oil.   
Shaikha Mai is open.   

“Most countries are seeking to 
diversify their income beyond oil-
related activities,” she declares.   
“Tourism has large potential.  Dubai 
offers us a rather successful example.   
We see cultural tourism as vital to  
strategy, with the infrastructure it 
calls for and the revenue it promises.”

Money is not the sole driver behind 
it, she emphasises. Art matters hugely. 

“These museums will advance 
cultural life and encourage critical 
thinking and dialogue in the region.   
Ours is an increasingly globalized 
world. I think it important for the 
Gulf countries, always very welcom-
ing to other cultures, to promote, 
share and protect our own national 
heritages and our regional culture.   

“This matters all the more as vast 
urban transformations are tak-
ing place.”

Will the world come? Shaikha Mai 
is confident.

“Cultural dialogue between nations 
has grown in recent years.  Gulf coun-
tries participate ever more often in 
Art Biennales, World Expos and sim-
ilar events.”  (Bahrain won a Golden 
Lion at the Venice Architecture Bien-
nale award in 2010). “Our ambition 
on the Gulf to play a leading role in 
world culture has converged with the 
mounting international art interest 
in our region.”

SKY-HIGH FALCON FEATHERS
Is this a competition on the Gulf, to 
scoop the tourist billions?   When 
UNESCO crowned Sharjah in 1998 
the “cultural capital of the Gulf”, the 
government of Shaikh Sultan Bin 
Mohammed Al Qassimi was not slow 
to act.   “We feel we are the museum 
of the world,” announced Sharjah’s 

Tourism Director.    One senses Shar-
jah stimulated its neighbours.

Shaikha Mai, speaking for all, 
insists there is no competition.   
“We are not rivals.   We are comple-
menting and helping each other,” 
she declares.

So while each of Abu Dhabi, Bahrain, 
Dubai, Qatar and Sharjah (Kuwait not 
joining, for now, the art rush) plan 
museums of Contemporary Art and 
all have museums of prehistoric arte-
facts, only Qatar and Sharjah will have 
Islamic Art Museums and only Dubai 
and Abu Dhabi Maritime Museums.   
Sharjah alone for now shows 19th 
century Orientalist painting, as it 
uniquely has a Science Museum and 
an Aviation Museum.

Abu Dhabi will have a National 
Museum of Modern History, dra-

matically concealed behind sky-high 
falcon feathers by Norman Foster.   

Bahrain, alone, displays the 
Ancient World in large scale and 
intends to showcase this.   Its two 
forts date back to 3000BC while 
mile-long fields of sand-covered 
“burial mounds”, the Gulf’s answer 
to the Egyptian tombs, span sev-
eral centuries. Bahrain also has 
the world’s highest quality beds of 
natural pearls; its Pearl Museum 
on Al-Muharraq island will drama-
tise 500 years of pearl fishing.  And 

not least it has the Gulf ’s largest 
survival of 19th century merchant 
houses on Muharraq, more than 
18 restored so far in a partnership 
between the Culture Minister and 
the private sector. 

Quite probably, Shaikha Mai is 
right.  This is not a competition.   The 
longest air journey between these 
museums will be Bahrain to Sharjah, 
one hour.   Dubai to Abu Dhabi, Qatar 
to Bahrain are 20 minutes.   Many 
cultural tourists making the journey 
to the Gulf will aim to see all.  

 We are not rivals. We are 
complementing each other

ART’S 
21ST CENTURY 
GRAND TOUR 
BILLIONS Shaikha Mai bint Mohammed Al Khalifa, Culture Minister of  
Bahrain, explains the Rush Into Art on the Arabian Gulf  
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ing) for never selling a picture.   One 
wonders why; high prices, in the 21st 
century, make reputations.   

 But his is not the exotic fate of Vin-
cent van Gogh in Arles, who tried 
to sell his work and failed.  Rashid 
Al Khalifa is in a happy position 
undreamed by most artists.  He 
does not want to sell and he does 
not need the money.   Nor does he lust 
for fame, with whose sudden arrival 
he is not obviously comfortable.  His 
luxury has been and is to keep his art 
close by him.

COMBS AND KNIVES
His life in hiding may be summed 
up as follows. In the 1960s and 70s, 
starting as a schoolboy in West 
Riffa aged 10, he painted pure 
landscapes of the Bahraini desert.   
His landscapes turned more abstract 
in the 1980s.   His main interest in 
the late 80s and for most of the 90s 
became figuration.   Since 1999 he 
has created his ‘Convex Series’ of 
abstract art.   

He builds these abstracts by layer-
ing fields of colour whose final surface 
he then attacks with combs, knives, 
sandpaper and sponges and partially 
scrapes away.   Something mysterious 

and luminous comes to light.   
“My aim,” Al Khalifa says, “is to 

open up hidden depths and move-
ments in the paint.   If the effect 
demands it, I may then add extra lay-
ers in small or large areas and build 
up the surface.”   

The result is sometimes like a 
mountain range of abstract col-
our with peaks and valleys, though 
these are in no way literal mountains.  
Marine No 4 in tumultuous greens 
and browns is rent by a ridge of paint, 
like a line of rocks seen from on high.  
Cobalt No 3, though wholly abstract, 
seems to gaze from the sky upon 
the earth through restless sweeps 
of cloud and holes in the cumulus.   

Are nature and landscape break-
ing through these abstracts?   Rashid 
ponders. “I hint at it,” he answers.  
 
THROWING PAINT
He uses convex stretchers, he says,  
because they have volume. They 
advance a painting towards the 
viewer and pull him or her into it. 

“A flat canvas distances the viewer.   
A convex surface makes a picture 
three-dimensional and, when it is 
stood on the floor or suspended from 
the ceiling, it is more sculptural,” 
he declares.  “But I like it most for 
diminishing the separation of the 
viewer from what he sees on the wall.   
It closes the gap.”        

Does he sketch before he paints?   
No; when he starts, he does not know 
how a picture will end.  He does not 
calculate. You’re planning the right 
mistakes? I ask. He nods.

ACCIDENTS
“I start with a white canvas. Nor-
mally I begin by putting down dots, 
then I put colours and I do this until 
I reach a shape that satisfies me.  Or 
maybe I paint figures, figures that 
dance.   I then remove their shape 
and outline and meaning and leave 
just the colour behind.  Sometimes 
I start by throwing paint.”   This 
technique is accident and design 
at the same time.

Rashid arrived at abstraction after 
painting portraits and figures in the 
1990s with similar risk and accident.

“My art changed under my brush.  
It happened without any clear inten-
tion.”   The abstracts, the 2000-2011 
Convex Series, “grew” out of his 
landscapes and portraits.   He is not 
the first artist, of course, to whom 
accidents deliberately happen.  Both 
Kandinsky and Willem de Kooning 
allowed landscape to dissolve on the 
canvas into abstract forms.   For any 
artist, the road of accidents is a fertile 
path to creation.

NIGHTS AND WEEKENDS
Rashid al Khalifa drew at age 10.  He 
painted from age 14, the start of a 
remarkable life.   His murals line(d) 
the corridors of West Riffa School.  

Art is what matters, but it is only 
part of him.  His main job in 2011 is in 
the Government.   He serves as Min-
ister for Immigration and Nation-
alities on Bahrain.  He also works 
in close cooperation with Shaikha 
Mai Al Khalifa, the Culture Minis-
ter.  In a life of duty, art is possible 
only at nights and weekends.  Even 
at home the telephone interrupts 
him routinely.

This is no typical artist life.  Gov-
ernment and Royal Family duty 
did not interfere with Caravaggio, 
Picasso or Francis Bacon.   But they 
have not been uniformly negative to 
creation.   In strange ways, Al Khali-
fa’s life has looked after his art.

He had, at first, no choice in his 
future.   A solo exhibition at age 18 in 
the late 1960s caught the eye of the 
Emir; but the Emir, now King, had 
other plans for him.   

He was despatched to Hendon 
Police College in London to gain skills 
needed to serve as a future Interior 
Secretary in Bahrain.   “In fact,” con-
fesses Rashid, “I never went near the 
place.  I learned English at Bourne-
mouth” (many Bahrainis speak 
English better than we do) “while by 
night I was taking classes in painting.”   
Almost inevitably, a letter from Lon-
don soon arrived in Bahrain.  Hendon 
is not for me, Rashid courageously 
addressed the Emir, my career and 
happiness lie in art.  The Emir did 
more than assent.  He created a schol-
arship on which Rashid spent three 
years in the early 1970s in Brighton 
and Hastings Art College, studying 
art and design, picking up architec-
ture and photography. 

MINISTRY OF CULTURE
Rashid returned from England, now a 
full time painter, to found the Bahrain 
Art Society and to encourage others.   

Politics entered his life, he 
explains, only after he married the 

daughter of the Prime Minister, 
Shaikh Khalifa bin Salman Al Khal-
ifa.   “I wanted to do something for 
the country,” he says.   The police 
were forgotten.   Understandably, 
he voted for the Ministry of Culture.     

His oeuvre, 280 pictures, is not 

large over 40 years.  Is he busy or is 
he lazy? “Both,” he assents.  

So why so few?   He has one advan-
tage, Rashid says, to explain it.  Unlike 
the mass of artists, he is free from the 
need to create thousands of works to 
survive.  He is free to give months, 
even a full year to a single picture. 

He also sees advantage in his pub-
lic life and obligation to travel.   He 
meets the world and is exposed to 
many cultures.  European influence 
on his work is obvious.   In London 
he was often at the Tate, the V & A, 
the Wallace and the National Gal-
lery, studying art unseen on Bah-
rain.   I ask him which tradition he 
sits in.  Is he more Middle Eastern, 
or European?

“Every artist has his own back-
ground,” he replies.   “Some build 
exclusively on their own culture.   
Others build on their heritage but are 
influenced beyond it by the art of the 
whole world.   This is how I like it.”

Rashid Al Khalifa’s interests go 
beyond painting and drawing.   He 
has been involved in numerous 
architectural and interior designs 
in Bahrain, notably the Sail Tower 
building not far from the Pearl 
Roundabout.   He also designs Swiss 
watch faces and postage stamps.   He 
is, says Culture Secretary, Shaikha 
Mai bint Mohammed Al Khalifa, “a 
national treasure”.   

Nothing is unusual, Shaikh 
Rashid insists, about being both 
Royal and artistic on Bahrain.

“My elder brother drew.  A num-
ber of the Al Khalifa family could 
have been artists.   If they had trained 
properly, they could have done well.   
Four or five in my father’s gener-
ation were good artists (all now 
passed away) and there are four or 
five working now, mostly female, 
mostly young.  All have potential.   
Some exhibit.   

“Maybe it’s a coincidence.  Per-
haps there is a little refinement to a 
dynasty now 250 years old.”   

Four of his pictures are on show 
in London this year at the reopened 
Four Seasons Hotel in Park Lane.   

 Ȗ I meet the Arab world’s most 
remarkable new painter – he’s ‘new’, 
though he has painted for 40 years – 
in a secluded studio in the Bahraini 
desert.  Palms droop in the heat, 
sand dotted by camels spreads in 
every direction, the causeway to the 
deserts of Saudi Arabia runs nearby; 
this is a hiding place.   Shaikh Rashid 
bin Khalifa Al Khalifa is a ‘new’ art-
ist because though Bahrain is aware 
of him, the world is not.  British edu-
cated, highly gifted, he has never 
had a one-man show outside Bah-
rain.  His flame burns in the darks 
of Aladdin’s Cave.  

Suddenly, last spring, all changed.  

He decided to show to the world his 
unseen work of the last eleven years 
at Bahrain’s National Museum.

It took, one gathers, his teenage 
daughters to make this happen.  They 
told their father, or this is the gist of 
it, “Daddy, you are astonishing to us 
yet nobody knows you”.

These girls are to be credited not 
just with loyalty but with judgment.   
On blackened walls in the museum 
the Shaikh showed fifty abstract 
paintings mounted, uniquely, on 
convex stretchers.   Surprise at their 
very existence was widespread.  
Canvas, the key magazine survey 
with Bidoun of art in the Middle 

East, reprinted the best pictures 
over eight pages.  Its editor pro-
nounced the unknown Rashid Al 
Khalifa to be “close to the top of 
contemporary Arab achievement”.

CALL ME RASHID
The artist unveiled himself and his 
art at a reception at which he was 
visibly highly popular, not least with 
humble people.  

“Call me Rashid,” he urged 40-odd 
writers at a press conference, show-
ing a democracy at odds with the 
high-handedness ascribed to the Al 
Khalifas in the February troubles.  
His courtesy proved not to be act-

ing.  In his studio, I found him gentle, 
self-deprecating, smiling but openly 
nervous of my reaction to his art.   

Here was a lifetime’s work, 280-odd 
pictures, all present bar a few given 
away.  The finest turned out to be the 
most recent; unusual, for few artists 
reach a peak in later life.  

Abstraction is the most difficult of 
painterly arts; if you doubt it, try it.   
It demands sureness in placing of 
masses inside the frame, subtlety in 
balance and opposition of colours.   

I was startled by the compositional 
strength of these pictures, by the del-
icacy of brushwork, by the inventive 
manipulation of the paint and by 

the confrontation built into three-
dimensional convex surfaces.   Above 
all the richness of colour burns with 
desert heat - not easily conveyed on 
British newsprint.   Could abstract 
painting of such quality be so long 
in hiding?   It could.   

Christie’s and Sotheby’s have, 
one gathered, not come across Al 
Khalifa.  The British Museum’s 
curator, in conversation, nodded 
in knowledge but Tate Modern, on 
my inquiry, is unaware.

His profile is low by his own wish 
and his own creation.   Rashid Al 
Khalifa may be unique in the Mid-
dle East (on my best understand-

BRILLIANT Godfrey Barker profiles Shaikh Rashid bin Khalifa Al Khalifa, whose 
daughters told him: “Daddy, you are astonishing yet nobody knows you”

THE GULF’S  
BEST-KEPT SECRET  

  his flame burns in the  
darks of Aladdin’s Cave

  he does not need to sell  
and he does not want to

details of paintings from  the Convex Series of rashid Al Khalifa, 

shown at the national Museum, Bahrain
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 Ȗ With the world’s attention 
focused on the political upheaval 
currently sweeping the Arab world, 
I’m reminded of similar convul-
sions that took place on the region’s 
art scene less than a decade ago. For 
we have witnessed a similar revolu-
tion in Middle Eastern art in the last 
few years, a phenomenon that has 
opened the eyes of the outside world 
to the creativity of our region, as well 
as forced us to look at who we are. 
It’s been a time of renaissance and 
increased self-awareness all round.

Back in the bleak days of late 2001, 
post-9/11, the creativity of the Mid-
dle East was somehow stultified, 
almost dormant. Sure, there were art-
ists doing great work, but with a few 
exceptions they were little known out-
side their immediate circle or country.

International recognition of 
their achievements was minimal, 
there were hardly any galleries 
or museums showing contempo-

rary art in the region, the local art 
scene was negligible and particu-
larly so in the Gulf states. 

What did exist was way under the 
international radar and much of it 
was barely art – think endless daubs 
of deserts, horses and falcons. At that 
time the only serious art from the 
Middle East comprised either Islamic 
calligraphy or Orientalist painting – 
the latter of course almost always the 
work of European artists rather than 
homegrown talent. I can count on the 
fingers of one hand the number of 
buyers at that time who were inter-
ested in Modern art from the region, 
let alone contemporary works, which 
really were terra incognita.

A WHOPPING $27 BILLION
How things have changed. Now the 
Middle East can claim one of the 
world’s most vibrant contemporary 
art scenes, with genuine artistic tal-
ent bursting forth from countries 

right across the region. 
Eyewatering sums of money are 

being spent on art and on the infra-
structure required to support an ‘art 
scene’. Abu Dhabi, the UAE capital, 
is investing a whopping $27 billion 
on Saadiyat Island, a purpose-built 
cultural hub that will host a barrage 
of art venues, including a Louvre 
and a Guggenheim. Qatar is also 
pouring money into a network of 
impressive museums.

Meanwhile galleries are opening 
up all over the region - Dubai alone 
now has 26 and the number is rising 
all the time. Art fairs have become 
established in Abu Dhabi, Dubai, 
Beirut and Istanbul – the list goes 
on. And, if further evidence were 
needed that there’s money in the 
region’s new art, the auction houses 
have moved in and are holding regu-
lar sales of Middle Eastern art, both 
in the region and outside. 

There are many reasons for this 

not just restricted to the region geo-
graphically, for it includes also artists 
from the Diaspora, the millions of 
Arabs, Turks and Iranians who live 
away from the land of their birth, in 
Europe, North America and else-
where. Some of the hottest names 
right now, such as Shirin Neshat, Dia 
Azzawi, Hussein Madi, Samia Halaby 
and Parviz Tanavoli, are all artists 
who have effectively spent time in 
exile – either self-imposed, enforced 
or simply happenstance – from the 
countries of their birth. 

Second, and most encouragingly, 
Middle Eastern artists are addressing 
as wide a variety of themes as their 
counterparts anywhere in the world. 

Whilst issues connected with iden-
tity, belonging and a ‘lost’ home-
land loom large – especially for 
the Diasporic artists – an increas-
ingly number of creative voices are 
also looking at more immediately 
contentious concerns such as the 
position of women, the role of reli-
gion, politics (whether in terms of 
representation, oppression or the 
international predicament) and the 
impact of war and civil strife. 

In terms of leading the field, there’s 
no doubt that Iranian artists have 
been commanding the headlines 
recently and are producing innova-
tive and insightful work that gives us 
perhaps the best entrée into a com-
plex and culturally enriching nation. 

Coming up fast on the rail is Turk-
ish contemporary art, perhaps 
the hottest genre of all right now, 
with works by figures such as Nazif 
Topçuoğlu, Haluk Akakce, Taner 
Ceylan and Kutluğ Ataman express-
ing with power and elegance the 
eternal Middle Eastern dilemma of 
straddling two worlds. 

HOLD ITS HEAD PROUD
As for quality, there’s no doubt that 
the very best of Middle Eastern art 
can hold its head proud alongside 
the international greats. 

Regional icons like Neshat, Walid 
Raad, Ghada Amer, Monir Farman-
farmian, Mona Hatoum and Farhad 
Moshiri command worldwide atten-
tion, with more recent arrivals such 
as Rokni and Ramin Haerizadeh, 
Ayman Baalbaki, Kader Attiah, Reza 
Derakshani, Marwan Sahmarani, 
and Youssef Nabil storming to crea-
tive, critical and commercial success.   

Yet the scramble that has char-
acterised the Middle East contem-
porary market in recent years has 
thrown up a host of problems. 

There has been an ungratify-
ing rash of imitations, for exam-
ple, derivative works spurred on 
by wealthy but ill-informed collec-

tors who don’t do their research and 
buy with little advice or, worse, bad 
advice. This is a dangerous phase in 
the development of any art scene, 
and we’re seeing it right now in the 
Middle East. 

A MIXED BLESSING
The early commercialisation of the 
sector proved to be a mixed bless-
ing. As prices rocketed, so some art-
ists started selling direct, a move 
prompted – at least in part – by the 
lack of galleries, which are essential 
for advising and nurturing artists. 

The market also became very 
hyped, with prices rising beyond 
what was realistic. Some people call 
what followed a crash, but to my 
mind it was a natural readjustment 
and one that was also linked to the 
wider economic environment. The 
property boom-and-bust witnessed 
by Dubai for example has been mir-
rored by a similar rollercoaster ride 
with art prices. Things have calmed 
down now, but the region’s art sec-
tor remains uneven and embryonic 
in many respects.

We’re still playing catch up and 
what’s needed now is some plug-
ging of gaps. 

We need still more galleries, more 
homegrown curators, more – any – 
non-profit spaces, more education 
and, most importantly, real market 
stability to get our runaway train 
back on track.

Meanwhile, as the cadre of artists 
overall has grown in number and 
stature, so has the regional art audi-
ence. Never before has it been so dis-
cerning and critical, and I believe 
that this change will prove among 
the most meaningful and enduring 
aspects of the Middle East’s art craze. 

People in the region – and I don’t 
just mean the super-rich collectors 
– are moving beyond viewing art sim-
ply as a decorative aspect to their 
homes. They now value it for what 
it says about them, their heritage, 
culture, current situation and rela-
tionship to the outside world. That 
can only be good, and all our lives 
richer as a result.  

great turnaround, but the trauma 
of 9/11 is relevant. Many of us in the 
region felt the need to find a way 
to express and promote a different 
and more positive side of the Middle 
Eastern personality than that tragic 
event purported to portray. 

We wanted to connect to the well 
of creativity that we knew was there 
but which was largely untapped and 
unappreciated, both by domestic 
audiences and those outside. In the 

same way that Arab political aspira-
tions are pouring forth on the streets 
today, so the pressure cooker of artis-
tic talent needed to be vented. 

THE HOTTEST NAMES  
RIGHT NOW
There are some key points to note in 
what has become a large and highly 
diverse scene. 

First and foremost, the artistic out-
pouring across the Middle East is 

ART RENAISSANCE 
IN THE MIDDLE EAST  

CONVULSION Ali Khadra, Editor of Canvas Magazine, defines 
who matters and what matters in Middle Eastern art now

  eyewatering sums of money  
are being spent on art

Top left

Nazif Topçuo lu

Virgin Suicides, 2009

digital C-print mounted 

on foam board

112 x 167 cm

Bottom left

Mona Hatoum

A Bigger Splash, 2009

Murano glass

Variable dimensions

Top right

Rokni Haerizadeh

Ouch! 2006

Acrylic on canvas

150 x 200 cm

Bottom right

hussein Madi

untitled, 2006

Acrylic on canvas 

100 x 80 cm

Image courtesy the artist
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RUNAWAY From Dubai to Doha, Wendy Goldsmith 
finds that prices are doubling or trebling

 Ȗ When the gavel fell on Lot 1 
in Christie’s inaugural auction in 
Dubai in spring 2006, the most expe-
rienced auction house specialists 
could not have predicted the run-
away success that art in the Mid-
dle East would become in five short 
years. Artists’ prices have often risen 
tenfold, records have tumbled and 
new bidders have averaged 30% each 
season. Christie’s began by selling 
European alongside Middle Eastern 
Contemporary Art in Dubai; how-
ever it was soon seen that the great-
est hunger was to learn more about, 
support and, most importantly, pur-
chase the artists of the region.  The 
European artists didn’t last long in 
the catalogues and were sent back 
to the salerooms of London, New 
York and Paris.  Suddenly, the often 
neophyte buyers in Dubai had the 
chance to acquire works from their 
homeland which were new, excit-
ing…and above all cheap.

Yet for many years, it was predom-
inantly Orientalist paintings that 
Middle Easterners wanted to collect.  

HAREM BEAUTIES 
These were 19th century idealized 
visions of Oriental life, painted in 
rich, jewel tones and with com-
plex photographic detail by the top 
French, Austrian or English artists 
of their day.   The artists, more often 
than not, had never visited the lands 
they were depicting; Moorish Guards 
and Harem Beauties issued from 
London and Paris studios which 
were armed with props.  This mar-
ket too has been on the upswing, as 
major works by Jean-Leon Gerome, 
J F Lewis and Ludwig Deutsch now 
fetch millions of dollars. But Arab 
buyers, especially younger ones dis-
couraged by cost, became keen to 
look elsewhere. They have taken up 
their own Contemporary market 
with nationalistic pride, especially 
as they found themselves priced out 
even of early to mid 20th century 
modern works.

WHIRLING DERVISHES
When Shaikh Mohammed Farsi, 
the former Mayor of Jeddah, col-
lected works from this period in the 
70’s, almost exclusively by Egyptian 
artists, even he could not have pre-
dicted the astonishing demand and 
exceptional return that would come 
a few decades later for extraordi-
nary and rare pieces in his visionary 
collection.   Sold at Christie’s Dubai 
over two seasons, the top lot, The 
Whirling Dervishes by Mahmoud 
Said from 1929 achieved a staggering 
$2,546,500 against a pre-sale esti-
mate of $300,000-400,000 after a 
valiant battle between no fewer than 
eight of the world’s top collectors.  

No doubt the majority of his unique 
collection will end up in the muse-
ums of the region; it was an oppor-
tunity noone could miss. 

When Christie’s broke the ground, it 
was taking a huge leap of faith in a still 
uncharted market in the Middle East.      

So little was known in London of 
who mattered and what mattered in 
art in the Arab world and in Iran that 
Christie’s filled its opening sales by 
asking top dealers in thirteen capi-
tals from Morocco to Pakistan for 
names of painters.  

KINGMAKERS
Since its success, other auction 
houses have been keen to put their 
toes in the sand. Bonhams has 
opened in Dubai with Contemporary 
and Orientalist sales while Sothe-
by’s chose Qatar, where so far it has 
held two auctions and introduced  
21 new artists. Its first sale mixed 
European paintings with Middle 
Eastern art although, as Christie’s 
found in Dubai, these works were 
largely overlooked by buyers. Last 
December, however, it changed to a 
unique format. It staged a beautifully 
curated auction called Harouf, the 
Art of the Word, a sale devoted wholly 
to Contemporary calligraphy. The 
theme was not selected by chance. 
Calligraphy is seen as an art form 
in its own right and is one of most 

‘accepted’ subjects in the Islamic 
world; figurative work is discour-
aged, in some places forbidden.

The auction houses are not the only 
kingmakers of the Middle Eastern 
market, able to put an artist on the 
map almost overnight.    

Impressive and wonderfully organ-
ized is the annual Dubai art fair, 
which began in 2006 (the 2011 Fair 
opened to the public yesterday). It 
too started with numerous European 
galleries bringing familiar European 
‘Masters’, thinking they could easily 
sell them to fabled Arab oil wealth.   
They were snubbed almost immedi-
ately.  Those European galleries that 
remain now show Middle Eastern 
artists whom they represent so the 
blend of works on view is fascinating 
and a very up to the moment survey 
of creation in the Arab and Iranian 
world.   The vast majority of works 
are priced under $50,000 and many 
dealer’s stands are often a sell out.

Sales, however, are not the only 
reason why they show there.  

GLOSSY COCKTAILS
The fair has become an extraordi-
nary event on the social calendar.  
With a paucity of comparable events 
(the exception being the Abu Dhabi 
fair which now focuses on European 
artists instead), this is the art fair 
that everyone who’s anyone attends 
- Royalty, museum curators, top col-
lectors, advisors and a wealthy array 
of expats in Dubai who are keen 
to buy.  The organizers have been 
clever.  The fair is of manageable size 
in one of the best hotels right on the 
beach and its feel-good factor is high 
in so sunny and inviting a setting.  

More importantly, alongside the 
de rigueur glossy cocktail parties 
and dinners (usually sponsored by 
a local bank) there is an extensive cal-
endar of lectures, symposia, gallery 
talks, studio visits and this year, the 
opening of the close by Sharjah Bien-
nial and tours of the recently opened 
Mathaf Arab Museum of Contempo-
rary Art in Doha.  

TANGIBLE AND INFECTIOUS
What, however, makes an artist an 
Arab artist? Due to the Middle East-
ern Diaspora in our transient mod-
ern world, many successful artists 
work far from home. 

AAhmed Moustafa, the Egyptian 
artist and one of a half dozen to 
climb over a million dollars at auc-
tion, lives and teaches in London.   
Lalla Essaydi, the coveted Moroccan 
photographer, lives in Brooklyn.   The 
Iranians Farhad Moshiri, live in Teh-
ran and Paris and C H Zenderoudi 
in Paris and New York. Another Ira-
nian, the calligrapher and designer 
Mohammed Ehsai, has spent years 
of study in the US and Europe.   

Moshiri now sells in International 
Contemporary auctions in London 
as well as in the Emirates, his bold, 
exciting and innovative works find-
ing worldwide buyers paying impres-
sive sums.   Due to this kind of expo-
sure, previously unaware buyers in 
the West are now investigating the 
wealth of talent from the region and 
sending prices higher.   Tate Modern 
has been quietly acquiring top Mid-
dle Eastern works, as has The Brit-
ish Museum, The Museum of Mod-
ern Art and even The Metropolitan 
Museum in New York. 

For all these reasons, Middle East-
ern Contemporary art will be inte-
grated into the ‘mainstream’ art world 
in the years ahead, bringing exposure 
and a sense of familiarity to poten-
tial as well as already established 
collectors. This will surely mean an 
increased comfort level for buyers. 

We can already see this extraordi-
nary depth in the statistics. In Chris-
tie’s inaugural sale five years ago, 
there were twelve purchasers.  Now 
sellers come from eighteen countries 
and buyers from twenty.

Much remains cheap. But at the top 
of this vibrant market, some paint-

ers whose record price was £20,000 
now cost over £300,000. Hundreds 
of thousands more in value and glam-
our have fallen on market leaders like 
the Egyptians Ahmed Moustafa and 
Dia Azzawi, Abdul Kadir al-Rais from 
Dubai, the Iraqi Sadik Alfraji and the 
expatriate Iranians C H Zenderoudi, 
Farhad Moshiri and Mohammed 
Ehsai. Among sculptors the Iranian 
Parviz Tanavoli, who lives in Canada, 
attracts high-priced support. Prices 
will go yet higher; the excitement is 
tangible and infectious.

SAATCHI
The market attracts, however, not 
just talent but speculation.  Many of 
the artists listed above were bought 
cheap and sold dear.   Some schol-
ars and art historians who survey 
Arab and Iranian art in the 21st cen-
tury differ widely the salerooms on 
who and what matters in the field.   
Charles Saatchi has mixed in his own 
unique judgment with his Middle 
Eastern show in Chelsea.   

No doubt there will be a market 
shakeout at some point, as we have 
seen with Chinese and Indian Con-
temporary artists.

The cream will rise to the top and 
the best will grow in value exponen-
tially while others will become over-
looked, perhaps not even warranting 
a bid. The magic carpet ride has only 
just begun.  

THE SURGING  
MIDDLE EAST  
ART MARKET

  the cream will rise to  
the top… the magic carpet 
ride has only just begun

  Astonishing demand  
and exceptional return

Left

Mahmoud Said

(egyptian, 1897-1964), 

the Whirling dervishes

$2,546,500  

(est $300,000-400,000)

Christie’s dubai

October 2010

Bottom

Farhad Moshiri 

(Iranian, 1963 - )

flying Carpets

$542,500 

(est $250,000-350,000)

Christie’s dubai

April 2010

Right

Ahmed Moustafa 

(egyptian)

the night Journey (and 

the Ascension, two works)

$842,500  

(est $700,000-900,000)

Sotheby’s doha

december 2010
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ZAHA HADID  
AND A NEW MUSEUM  
FOR BAHRAIN 
SEA SERPENT The eminent architect explains her design to Godfrey Barker

 Ȗ Egypt, Syria and Jordan have 
been, for decades, the tourist Mec-
cas of the Middle East. The Pyra-
mids and the Valley of the Kings, 
Baalbek, Palmyra, Aleppo, Baitad-
dine and Petra have been key des-
tinations.  The Arabian Gulf, how-
ever, has been largely ignored by 
the tourist millions, a sea of oil but 
not of culture.  In the 21st century, 
the Gulf Coast countries aim for 
change. They have commissioned 
the world’s most eminent names in 
architecture to design buildings that 
will rank among the most spectacu-
lar anywhere. 

Zaha Hadid, she whose flowing 
lines and curvilinear shapes make 
her the most recognisable of con-
temporary architects, has designed 
two palaces for the Gulf.   One, under 
construction, is a Centre for Per-

forming Arts on Abu Dhabi.   The 
other, for which land is purchased 
in 2011 and construction intended 
for 2012-14, is a Contemporary Art 
Museum on Bahrain.

Hers are abstract buildings.  What 
makes her Gulf designs different 
from those she might have pro-
duced for London or Los Angeles?  Or 
China, from where she spoke to us?

“My aim on Bahrain has been a 
visually arresting landmark which 
belongs to the culture in which it 
sits,” she replies.

“The museum will stand on the 
water’s edge, on land reclaimed from 
the sea, with a calm open view of the 
ocean and the sandy beach.   It looks 
at the two faces of Bahrain’s culture.   
In one direction, across the water, 
are the high-rises of the new capital, 
a rapidly growing contemporary city.   

In the other direction the museum 
faces a much more traditional life 
on Al-Muharraq, the island on which 
Bahrain’s historical buildings and 
Islamic architecture are found and 
on which the narrow streets are 
dense with traffic.  

““The museum is a dialogue with 
the art and civilisation of our time.   

I have combined traditional Arabic 
architectural elements with 21st cen-
tury experimental and spatial sen-
sations.   My aim is a building both 
rooted in history and optimistically 
looking into the future”.

BETWEEN TWO SEAS
Bahrain is the Arab word for 
“between two seas”. This Museum 
of Contemporary Art looks on paper 
and in Zaha Hadid’s ceramic model 
like a long sea-serpent, rising in gen-
tle curves out of the sand, reaching 
over the water towards Manama.   

“I have conceived a building that 
floats mystically above the coastal 
landscape,” Mrs Hadid explains.    

The part that emerges from the sand, 
entered from the cooler north side 
under a cantilevered canopy, contains 
public rooms that can be configured 
as galleries or educational spaces.   
Daylight here will be very strong, but 
broken up by geometric patterns and 
ornamentation. Lower down are event 
and entertainment spaces.

The museum will show several 
varieties of art.  This raises a prob-
lem no architect can finally solve.   

On show will be Arabic art of our 
own time and travelling exhibitions 
from other countries – notably from 
the Royal Academy in London, with 
which Bahrain is making agreement 
to receive up to five exhibitions a year 
from the RA’s new Contemporary 
wing.  This opens in 9 Burlington 
Gardens Mayfair in 2014 (this north 
side of the RA will be remodelled by 
David Chipperfield).   

“It is impossible to achieve a truly 
neutral space that will serve both 
purposes,” asserts Zaha Hadid.   

“It will be a hybrid museum with 
galleries that have distinct charac-
ters” – East and West, so to speak.   
“This will enhance the visitor’s expe-
rience and serve the artists creating 
and exhibiting their work.”   

Some galleries will be smaller, oth-
ers larger, all linked by a continuous 
path.   Exhibition “capsules” will be 
embedded in the envelope of the 
building, the space between these 
capsules and the outer skin becoming 
a constantly varying visual work of art.

It is a dynamic and fluid design, full 
of movement. “I seek an exciting and 
stimulating experience in every area of 
this museum,” Mrs Hadid declares.  

  I have conceived a building 
that floats mystically above 
the landscape
 

Zaha Hadid

the new Contemporary Art 

museum designed for Bahrain

MARRIAGE A LA MODE - 
THE ROYAL ACADEMY 
AND BAHRAIN 
INSPIRED Charles Saumarez Smith, the Secretary and Chief  
Executive of the RA, outlines an exciting project  

 Ȗ Like many other people in the art 
world, I have spent quite a bit of time 
over the last couple of years in the 
Gulf.   I have been there in pursuit 
of possible investment in the Royal 
Academy’s capital project in 6, Burl-
ington Gardens.   Without govern-
ment funding and owning a build-
ing right in the centre of London, 
a hundred yards from Bond Street, 
it has been inevitable that we have 
been seeking partnerships with the 
new institutions in the oil-rich Gulf 
states, as has Tate, which recently 
announced a major gift from the Sul-
tan of Oman in exchange for the loan 
of paintings and the British Museum 
which is collaborating on the displays 
for Norman Foster’s Zayed National 
Museum, the first of the major muse-
ums to be built on Saadiyat Island off 
the coast of Abu Dhabi.

We were first encouraged to take 
an interest in the Gulf by Edward 
Oakden, the then ambassador in Abu 
Dhabi who felt, almost certainly cor-
rectly, that British institutions had 
been negligent in recognising the 
opportunities which were available 
for cultural partnerships in the Gulf.   

He arranged for officials from 
TDIC, the organisation responsi-
ble for new developments in Abu 
Dhabi, to come on a visit to the Royal 
Academy.   We organised a stupefy-
ingly lavish presentation, which we 
were subsequently told was quite 
the wrong thing to have done.   But 

at least we were invited to make a 
reciprocal presentation in Abu Dhabi 
itself.   So, I went with two RAs, Hum-
phrey Ocean and Gary Hume, and 
the video artist Louise Wilson on 
a three-day visit to the seven-star 
Emirates Palace Hotel, where you 
have to travel in a golf buggy to get 
to the swimming pool.   I enjoyed it:  
standing on the spot where they were 
just beginning construction of the 
Abu Dhabi Guggenheim;  exploring 
the new galleries in warehouses on 
the outskirts of Dubai;  and meeting 
some of the local artists, who were 
more upset that their existing cul-
tural centre was being torn down 
than excited by the imminent arrival 
of great global institutions.

KENSINGTON ON SEA
Since then, I have spent most time in 
Bahrain, which, until the time of the 
recent unrest, has revealed a differ-
ent and previously concealed aspect 
of its politics (all the states in the 
region are autocracies), I have liked 
the best of the Gulf States.   It’s got a 
slightly a more developed sense of its 
history, together with a long associa-
tion with Great Britain, ostensibly 
comfortable with its identity and 
without the rather hothouse magnifi-
cence of Dubai.   When I first touched 
down, the person who had invited 
me to visit it likened it to Kensing-
ton-on-Sea, and it certainly seems 
to have a slightly slower, more con-

fident aspect than its glitzier rivals, 
perhaps because its economy is more 
diversified and much less dependent 
on oil.   It’s also been slower than its 
colossally wealthy neighbour, Qatar, 
in recognising the opportunities for 
raising its profile through invest-
ment in new cultural institutions, 
preferring instead to concentrate 
on its history, on restoring some of 
the surviving old houses in its capi-
tal, Manama, as well as investing in 
Formula One racing.

However, this will change if and 
when it builds Zaha Hadid’s Museum 
of Contemporary Art, originally 
planned to open in October 2012, on 
a prominent site immediately oppo-
site the existing National Museum.  

It is, like all her projects, extremely 
exciting visually.   But the inevita-
ble question arises as to what it will 
– and should – display.   The Royal 
Academy provides one possible 

solution, which has been encour-
aged by Shaikha Mai, its lively and 
highly enterprising Minister of Cul-
ture.   The plan is that, once the new 
museum opens, the Royal Academy 

will exchange exhibitions from 6, 
Burlington Gardens, so that the new 
museum can benefit from the lat-
est displays of work by Royal Acad-
emicians, including the architects, 
many of whom, including Norman 
Foster, Michael Hopkins and Chris 
Wilkinson, have been building in the 
Gulf, whilst we benefit from displays 
of works of the latest Arab art. I am 
keen that it should be done recipro-
cally, so that it is treated as a part-
nership, rather than one-way traffic, 
which is in danger of being neo-colo-
nialist.  I hope it happens.   

As the art world becomes increas-
ingly global, it is an obvious benefit 
to be able to establish global partner-
ships, to exchange expertise, as well 
as exhibitions, and to open up the 
idea of the Royal Academy with its 
long history and exceptional track 
record in mounting big exhibitions 
to the international marketplace.       

Bahrain’s glittering 21st century waterfront

Dr Charles Saumarez Smith CBE 

Secretary and Chief executive  

royal Academy

  I like Bahrain best of the  
gulf States...  slightly slower, more 
confident than its glitzier rivals
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